
APPENDIX 1.

A REPORT UPON THE PUBLIC HOLDINGS OF THE

SHORE TOWNS OF MASSACHUSETTS.

SALISBURY.

Beginning at the New Hampshire line, in my search for public

holdings in the shore towns of Massachusetts, I found that Salis

bury has no land belonging to the town, no place on the shore to

which the public can resort as a matter of right. Salisbury Beach

runs the whole length of the town , from the mouth of the Merri

mack River to the State line. It formerly belonged to the people

in common, and was then regarded as of little value. It now

brings important annual revenues to its owners, a corporation

entitled “ The Commoners of Salisbury .” The members of this

body, forty or fifty young and vigorous business men , hold that

they are more truly in the legal line of descent and inheritance

from the early settlers than the present town itself. The town has

so far recognized their title as to tax them on this beach property

for the last seventy-five years ; but last spring the people voted in

town meeting to inquire into the title, and appointed a committee

for that purpose.

The Commoners ' Corporation does not sell land, but leases sites

for summer cottages ; and there is an almost continuous village of

these habitations along a great part of the length of the beach ,

many of them fairly good houses. Visitors are welcome, for the

owners of the land wish to lease cottage sites to more people ; but

it is all private property, and the public goes there as a matter of

sufferance or privilege, and not of right. Many thousands of vis

itors come down the valley of the Merrimack to Salisbury Beach

every year, and there are large excursions from Massachusetts

and New Hampshire towns almost every day in the season .

Several crowded steamboats came down on the day ofmy visit to

this part of the shore. The time is probably not distant when

everybody who comes to the sea here will have to pay a fee for

admission to the grounds held by this beach corporation.
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The State of Massachusetts owns a small area, perhaps one-half

or three-quarters of an acre, adjacent to themonument at Salisbury

Marsh Station, which marks the line between this State and New

Hampshire.

NEWBURYPORT

has a fine system of public parks and open spaces. Some of

them have been long in use and are restful and beautiful, while

others are still in process of construction and development.

Washington Park consists of about eight acres, and has many

fine trees. Brown Square, in front of City Hall, is two acres in

extent. Kent Street Common , a half-mile , away, has five acres in

grass and paths. A mile and a half out on High Street is Atkin

son Common , ten acres given to the city by Mrs . Eunice Atkinson

Currier. This tract is not much improved as yet, as there are

few residents in that vicinity ; but it will be developed as the

increase of population may require. Riverside Park has a front

of 125 feet on the Merrimack River, and runs back 500 feet. The

City Improvement Association is raising money to build a bulk

head here , and thus furnish a public bathing-place. The late

James Parton was deeply interested in the movement for new

publiq reservations. He told me that for several years he had

every summer opened the grounds around his house to the chil

dren of the city for a play-ground , - over an acre with sward ,

flowers, and shrubbery. Mr. Parton said the flowers were “ almost

never touched ; not five times in a summer.” These children 's

thought of him is a pleasant fame for this bright-spirited man to

leave behind him .

Some of the leading women of Newburyport would like to

have “ The Captain 's Well,” which is celebrated in Mr.Whittier's

poem of that name, preserved for public use as the captain

desired, and as a tribute and memorial to the venerable poet.

I believe the well is near the road between Newburyport and

Amesbury , and it was said to be covered over and not in use ; but

I did not see it. There was formerly a Town or Common Pasture

at Newburyport, but no part of it is common now . It has all long

been embraced in private holdings.

NEWBURY

includes nearly all the northern half of Plum Island, with its

extensive beaches and shore lands. These all belong to private
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on Salisbury Beach . There is no public holding on the shore ;

but inland there are two small reserves owned by the town, Upper

Green and Lower Green, four or five acres each , unfenced, grazed

by the neighborhood cows, a few trees and a school-house on

each, with some interesting history in each case , beginning with

the first white settlement of the region . The Lower Green was

originally part of the Common of the “ Old Town," which was laid

out here near the Parker River before Newburyport was thought

of. I saw a very old plat of this most ancient village, with the

Common much larger than it is now , and the adjacent house-lots

all marked with their owners' names. The Upper Green was part

of a farm owned by a minister in early times. He left this trian

gle between roads unfenced ; and in time the town assumed title,

and holds it by undisputed occupancy. Both these small parks

have been encroached upon and reduced in area by private greed

in more modern times. A little care would makewhat still remains

of them more attractive and valuable than they now are to the

people of the town, who have no other places of public resort to

which they can go as a matter of right. Mr. William Little , of

Newbury, knows much of the early history of the town, and was

for many years most efficient as keeper of the town records.

ROWLEY.

The public lands and rights owned by the town of Rowley are :

1. Rowley Common, in the nature of a park , in the centre of the

village, about four acres, acquired from the Widow Hobsen for a

training -field by exchange of land, about 1670 . It was beautified

by planting a single row of elmsaround it in 1839. This Common

has been curiously encroached upon, as all visitors can see; and it

would probably have been entirely destroyed , and its area appro

priated by the owners of contiguous private holdings, had it not

been for the barrier and defence interposed by the surrounding

line of large and handsome trees, which have long been too con

spicuous to be safely attacked. 2. Two smaller commons, also in

the village, both planted with elms in 1839. 3. The Town Land

ing on Rowley River. 4. About one-fourth of an acre at the

Stock Yard, so called, for use as a place for leaving horses when

working on the salt marshes. This has been somewhat encroached

upon . 5 . A small common in front of Town Hall, set with trees
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in 1856. There are no known town rights in the beach on Plum

Island, nor any shore rights except the one town landing men

tioned above ; but it is probable that the public has the right of

landing on Nelson Island in Plum Island River, as this landing

has always been in use by those who dig clams. Nobody else has

any use for it. Plum Island River is silting up, and the island

will probably soon be joined to the mainland by a long strip of

marsh. The Merrimack River formerly ran through this channel,

reaching the ocean far to the southward of its present mouth.

The lands of the " Old Commoners ” of Rowley were all divided

at various times, as is shown of record . The old “ Meeting-house

Lot " is now occupied by the Town Hall and a school under it.

This town, perhaps in greater degree than any other in the Com

monwealth, has remained the same as in earlier times, with people

of the same blood living on the same lands, and living much in the

same manner. The population is about the same, without much

mixture from abroad. There are Bradstreets living to -day , as

always, on the farm laid out to their ancestor Humphrey in 1634 ,

then in Ipswich , now in Rowley by annexation . The same, or

nearly the same, is true of the Mighills, and of other families.

The general or popular interest in matters of local history is, how

ever, much less than one would expect to find here; but it is an

interesting town to a student of civilization and to any observing

visitor. The cemetery here is very old, and is admirably cared for ;

and the town records are unusually full and valuable, and are most

scrupulously guarded and preserved. But some of the locally

historic names get changed or lost, and the errors are perpetuated

by careless and lazy map-makers. Thus a recent map shows the

old name Hunsley Hill changed to Huy Slow , which is printed

over Bradford Street Hill, leaving the real Hunsley nameless .

The old Rowley, with its interesting survivals from a remote past,

will not last much longer unchanged . The wayfarer who seeks a

summer home by the sea pauses here and there along these quiet

roads and notes the attractions of the scenery. It is a very

beautiful town . Many points on the hillsides command wide

horizons, with outlooks into the infinite of the sea ; and the in

creasing demand for these heights will bring them into the market

before many years have passed .
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has no public holding on the shore, but there is a pleasant area

called Meeting-house Green in front of the principal church.

This is the only park or public ground. The town contains an

eminence with an interesting name, – Heartbreak Hill, — and I

have been trying to find out whose heart was broken there and

why it was broken . I soon met the story of an Indian girl who

loved a sailor, and climbed to this hill-top to watch for his unreturn

ing sail till she died. This accountmay be true, but I should like

to know how old it is in this case. I am inclined to distrust it,

because the same story , or nearly the same, is told of so many

places, Lovers' Leaps, etc ., in all parts of our country . It does not

seem that all these Indian girls could have broken their hearts in

the same way. Early in this century , perhaps earlier still, the

story was told in the Bradstreet family here of a young woman of

their own race and name, Hannah Bradstreet, who went up this

hill every day to see if her lover's ship was coming up the bay ;

and it never came. What we chiefly need to know about it is the

timewhen the name was first given to the hill, or when it came

into popular use ; but I fear it is all irrecoverable. I am trying,

however, to ascertain when the name was first put on the maps

and into the Ipswich town records. Perhaps some reader of this

accountmay be able to give me this information.

ESSEX

has no real seashore, as Ipswich and Gloucestermeet on the ocean

beach ; but the lower reaches and broad expansions of Essex River

are all in this town, and all this shore is about the same as sea

shore . It is private property , except the Town Farm and two or

three landings. For many years a part of the Town Farm has

been devoted to the uses of a public summer resort ; and the town

officers lease sites four rods by three for cottages, two adjoining

lots to one person, if desired. There is an area for picnics, clam

bakes, fish dinners, and the like. These grounds are on the bank

of the river, and everybody has a right to go there. The town

owns the ground around someof the old landings, in one case two

acres or more. Two of these places are now rented to ship

builders , whose work is in demand at Essex during recent years.

The streamshere are said to be carefully guarded from all defile
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ment. The town has some interesting places connected with the

history of a distinguished family, the Choates; and one or two

spots should be marked while they can be identified .

ROCKPORT

has no public holding of any kind available as a place of public

resort, no park or common or right on the shore, except perhaps a

landing or two. There are two or three beautiful headlands here,

very convenient for picnics and out-of-door assemblies. They

should be secured for public uses, as this region is certain always

to have throngs of visitors. Unless steps to this end are taken

very soon, these specially attractive sites are likely to be taken up

for dwellings by people of means. Pool's Hill, near the village of

Rockport, affords a very extensive view of the ocean, of the shore

regions, and of some points far inland. It is 230 feet high. The

clerk of the town, Mr. Calvin W . Pool, has for several years found

his chief recreation in the effort to distinguish and identify the

various features of the landscape visible from this eminence. Sev

eral years ago he discovered that Mount Washington can be seen

from here , and I saw letters from the officers of the United States

Coast Survey and other eminent scientific men confirming Mr.

Pool's triangulations and conclusions. The hill ought to be public

property .

GLOUCESTER,

with 25,000 people, has no park or common or public holding of

any kind that can be used as a place of public resort. A fragment

of beach near the Pavilion Hotel belongs to the city , but it is too

small to be of much use. I asked some of the leading men where

their people go for band concerts or any out-of-door entertainment;

and they said , “ The band takes the sidewalk , and the people

stand in the street." I thought there must be annoying collisions

sometimes. This year Gloucester will celebrate her 250th anni

versary , and her people have already begun their preparations for

the event. They wish to establish some appropriate memorial at

that time, and somebody has proposed that they endow a factory,

so as to furnish work for laborers now unemployed ; but I urged

the need of a park , common , or open space of some kind for public

resort. The effort to establish a memorial of this nature would

awaken wide-spread interest, and would attract the moral support
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and of all public spirited citizens. If anybody born in Gloucester

has gone away somewhere and got rich , I hope he will remember

his native city now , and help her people to establish a memorial

park. There can be no doubt that the higher interests of the city

have suffered loss and injury from the want of any place of public

resort. The local journalists are earnestly in favor of the park

idea ; and the farm adjoining the city, on the shore on the lower

side, is admirably adapted to the purpose. It is the site of “ The

Old Stage Fort.”

I walked entirely around Eastern Point, and found that the

Eastern Point Associates have built a lodge at the entrance to

their extensive domain of shore lands,and swung a gate across the

carriage-road, with a notice requiring visitors to obtain permission

in the lodge if they wish to proceed. I went on , and was not re

called. The gate is intended chiefly , I suppose, to assert the right

of exclusive occupancy, and people enter and pass freely ; but

a picnic party of country folk would probably be turned back .

There is no public holding along this very attractive shore, and

the public has no right whatever even to walk by the sea here.

I spent a summer at East Gloucester twenty-five years ago, and

where I then passed weeks in solitude on the shore there are now

long streets of costly houses.

Rafe 's Chasm is a wild , rocky cañon on the shore a little below

Norman's Woe, at the entrance of Gloucester Harbor. It is an

interesting place, and attracts many visitors and picnic parties.

It is dangerous in the present undefended condition of the ledges.

There should be railings along the steepest places. One fatal

accident, which occurred many years ago, is commemorated by an

iron cross fixed in the rock ; and, if the chasm remains unguarded,

there will probably be other monuments erected here in time, as

the number of visitors increases. There should be a small public

reservation here . The view of the sea, and of a wide expanse of

the shore country, is very attractive, and the public should have a

right to come here and enjoy it ; but the adjoining land is likely

soon to be put to use as the site of a fine house, and the chasm

will then be included in the owner's private grounds.

Notfar from Rafe's Chasm there is a pine grove, which is very

pleasant and convenient for picnics, and which has long been used

as a place of public resort by the people of the region . Some

years ago it was purchased by a public-spirited woman, who is in
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terested in the objects for which the Trustees of Public Reserva

tions were incorporated . She is especially desirous that the people

of the adjacent country shall have access to pleasant and interest

ing places by the sea, and she wished to preserve this tract and

the pine grove for that purpose. She gladly gives the use of it to

all comers , asking only that the trees shall not be injured and that

fires shall not be left burning to endanger contiguous property .

She has had some rather discouraging experiences. The picnic

people mutilate the trees, leave fires burning, tear down the

notices which request caution , and show such a spirit of disregard

and mischief that the owner is compelled to employ some one to

care for the grove much of the time during the picnic season .

This is an unreasonable burden , as the grounds yield no income

or profit. It is probable that the abuse of the privilege here en

joyed by the public will lead to its withdrawal. A similar state of

things exists in many places where the people are not sufficiently

civilized to make a proper and rational use of parks and open

spaces for public resort. Among an orderly population the ex

pense of caring for sylvan reservations of this kind is very slight.

MANCHESTER

has several open spaces of various kinds,which are the property of

the town, and are used as places of public resort. One has an

area of perhaps seven acres, and is used for picnics. There is

also a picnic-ground at Tuck 's Point, one-fourth of an acre , which

is a town landing, used as such since 1730. There is a building

here, 50 feet by 20, for tables, etc. ; and the town provides a

janitor. This is an arrangement I have not observed elsewhere.

There are several other tracts , — seven acres on the plain , bought

with the idea of having the Town Poor Farm there, but not used

for that purpose; Old Neck Beach , more than half a mile long,

with adjoining land of varying width running up the shore ; Lob

ster Cove Landing, two hundred yards of shore, and the ground the

powder-house stands on. The people talk of selling some of

these, as they think the town has more land than it needs or can

afford to keep . One of the most valuable and interesting of the

public holdings of the town, and one highly appreciated by the

people, consists of a belt of land along each side of the highway

between Manchester and Essex . This was purchased a few years

ago, in order to preserve the woods along this road, which were
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then about to be destroyed. Their preservation is the result,

chiefly , of the efforts of a few thoughtful women in the neighbor

hood . The title to the property is vested in the town, and the

deeds have been deposited in the office of the town clerk . The

road is a most attractive drive.

BEVERLY.

The only public holding of importance in the town of Beverly is

West Beach , which belongs to the West Beach Association , incor

porated by a special act of the legislature in 1852. This corpora

tion is composed of all the resident inhabitants of the East Farms

school district in Beverly, and of the people of a designated por

tion of the West Farms school district; and it is authorized to take

and hold all that portion of the seashore, beach , and flats of

Beverly Farmswhich is included in the limits defined in the act of

incorporation . There may be five or six acres of the land , but I

think scarcely so much. Nobody appears to know how much

there is. It is part of the land , beach , and flats originally granted

by the town of Salem to John West in 1666, and the title has ever

since then been in him and his heirs and legal successors. The

members of the corporation may use and occupy this piece of sea

shore for boating,bathing, and gathering drift-stuff and sea-weed ;

and they are required to keep in good repair a certain small piece

of road or causeway for public travel, and a few rods of sea-wall, -

not a difficult or costly requirement. I find nothing in the act of

incorporation requiring the Association to take care in any other

way of the property to which it has thus received title , and it has

a very neglected and unattractive appearance. Much of the area

is overgrown with weeds, which, when I was there, were tall

enough to conceal a group of artists who were sketching the sea

view , which nothing can spoil. The place might be made much

more attractive and valuable to the people who have a right to go

there , especially to the women and children, to whom it is at pres

ent almost worthless ; and I think the act of incorporation should

be so amended as to require the Association to take reasonable

care of the property, and to keep it in a neat and orderly condi

tion .

There is no common or public holding of any kind in the region

which is still marked Beverly Common on the maps, nor has there

been in any recent time. I think this reproduction and perpetua
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tion of old terms by successive map-makers is probably the source

of the popular notion or impression that there are still considerable

areas of common or undivided town land in many towns in Massa

chusetts. The Trustees of Public Reservations were made a cor

poration for the purpose of acquiring, holding, and opening to the

public “ beautiful places and tracts of land ” ; and, if we are to have

anywhere a reservation for its beauty , and for the delight of those

who love beauty, I know of no place in the State which is better

adapted to such uses than this region of high, rocky pasture and

encompassing woodland. The distant view is fine in every direc

tion ; and the whole of the vast visible landscape is full of charac

ter, strong, alluring, tonic, and satisfying. It is a place for artists

and for people with a developed sense of the beauty and value of

fine scenery. Of course, it is good to be out-of-doors almost any.

where ; but here there is the inspiration of natural scenery of a

vivifying character, and the consenting soul of “ the wide aërial

landscape " speaks to the soul of the beholder. I wish that the

Trustees mightvisit and examine the region, and thatmany lovers

of theout-of-door world might explore it and note their impressions

regarding it. It is easily reached in summer by a short walk from

the railroad station at Pride's Crossing. There are impressive

personal memories and associations connected with a place near

the border of the wild region, which will cause the visitor to pause

and linger on the way, and which suggest the reflection that

poetry and romance have their exhaustless sources in human

nature and life .

Beverly has no considerable parcel of land belonging to the

town. There are several old town landings, but the town has

not always maintained its right in them . One of the landings

was established in 1682. Another had in 1795 been used for

more than eighty years as a public landing place ; but about that

time it began to be attacked and encroached upon . Some of the

streets have also been built upon and seriously reduced in width .

I think the town appears not to have any possession in the

beaches within its limits. I cannotlearn that it has ever exercised

over them any rights of ownership . As early as 1644 Salem re

quired all who had houses and lots next the water anywhere in

that town to maintain a good way at least eight feet wide for horse

and man along the shore ; and in 1646, at a general town meeting

in Salem , a committee was ordered to lay out such a way between

The Ferry, which is now in Beverly, and the head of Jeffey's Creek,
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now in Manchester. The location of this way is known for

nearly the whole distance, but I cannot find that the town has in

recent years asserted or maintained its right to this pathway.

Beverly was set off from Salem in 1668 .

SALEM

has (1) a pretty Common in the most populous part of the city ,

nine acres of sward with trees encircling it, paths and seats . It is

for people on foot only, and is quiet and pleasant for women and

children. It is, I believe, the old training field . (2) “ The

Willows," on the shore, said to contain thirty acres or more, ad

joining the Town Farm , or Almshouse, grounds. This park is so

named from a row of great trees, which have a history. The

place is reached by a street railway from the city, and is much re

sorted to by throngs on summer nights. The area is not so large

as it should be; but it is one of themost valuable of all the public

holdings on the New England shore , and the cost of maintaining

it is very small. The annual appropriation for this purpose is

about $ 1,200. Cafés and restaurants rent space, and yield a

revenue of $ 800 a year. The real annual cost to the city is thus

only about $ 400. Yet the people of the adjacent suburb of

Juniper Point would like to see this place of resort closed, and

they oppose all appropriations for its care and maintenance. (3 )

There is an area of two and a half acres on Liberty Hill in North

Salem , with a few fine trees, a spring of very cold water, and an

unusually fine view ; but the place is neglected, uncared for, and

abused. A park or common is needed here, as there is a

populous suburb near by which has no other place of resort.

When I was there, on a hot afternoon in August, a party of

women and children came up at the same time, tired and thirsty ;

but a huge dog was laving in the spring, and the children had to

wait till the water ran itself clear again . The neglected condition

of the spring and its surroundings invites defilement and abuse,

and they are forthcoming

The region formerly known as Salem Great Pastures was held

as common land in early times, but it was all divided into private

holdings long ago. Much of it is still used for pasturage. It is

separated into two parts by the occupied and inhabited belt along

both sides of the highway leading to Lynn and Boston . It is to

the portion on the eastern or shoreward side of this belt that
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Salem will probably look for the territory for new parks and

commons in the future. I could not learn why it is not thought

judicious to anticipate these future needs — which, indeed, already

impress most observers — and to purchase the land which will be

required while it can be obtained at small cost. There is much

complaint by the working people of Salem that they are of late

hunted and driven from all the places along the shore to which,

from time immemorial, they have been accustomed to resort for

small picnics and excursions and family and society outings.

Members of the police force say they are tired of being sent to

drive away little parties of quiet and orderly women and children

at the behest, as it often happens, of persons who have themselves

no real title to the lands from which they want all visitors expelled

as trespassers. There is need of additional public holdings on the

shore in this region. For a small party to go to the Willows is

often about the sameas trying to have a picnic in a crowded street

or public hall. .

Salem is historically one of the most interesting places in New

England. Some of the old houses have been destroyed which

should have been preserved ; but, of course, they could not all be

kept forever. It costs money to acquire these old places and to

take care of them . The house in which Hawthorne was born is

occupied by an Irish family, — so I was told , — and visitors are

required to pay twenty -five cents each for admission. I did not go

in . A Committee of Aldermen appointed to designate places of

historic interest which should be marked has recently made an

interesting report. The prevalence of the witchcraft delusion here

was a most sad and pitiful episode in the town's early history .

There appears to be a modern tendency to treat it as if it were an

amusing or comic subject, which is in the worst possible taste.

The officers and workers of the Essex Institute, and those of

the Peabody Academy of Science , have done and are doing most

useful work in stimulating and extending historical research , and

in promoting the temper and spirit which make history worth pre

serving. There are many objects of great interest and value in

theirmuseums. Mr. John Robinson , who is treasurer of the Pea

body Academy of Science, has recently written a series of enter

taining articles on the trees of the region . It has been published

in the Salem Gazette, and should now be issued in a more perma

nentform , so as to be accessible to the public . Mayor Rantoul

and other officers of the city government expressed much interest

in the aims of the Trustees of Public Reservations.
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MARBLEHEAD

has Crocker Park , a headland on the harbor, given to the town by

Hon. Uriah Crocker, — a fine view , rocks, no trees, very steep in

places, and not safe in its present undefended condition . Rail

ings are needed at the top of the ledges. There is another head

land, or portion of a hill-top and slope, which was given to the

town by the Hon. J. J. H . Gregory . This also affords a good

view of the water. The Old Burying Hill has few interments of

late years, and it ismuch used as a place of public resort. The

title is in the town. The site of the fort on the shore occupied

during the Civil War has been improved and cared for by the

Town Improvement Association , with the idea that it was a gov

ernment holding ; but the owners of adjacent landshave recently

run a fence across the area which had been used by the public ,

enclosing about half of it and greatly impairing the value of the

remainder for public uses . Nobody seemed to have much knowl

edge of the facts regarding the actual ownership of this piece of

ground. Land in such a place is too valuable for it to be safe to

assumeanything regarding the title. This tract ought to be ac

quired for a place of public resort, if that is practicable.

LYNN .

I spent a memorable day with Messrs. Chase, Eliot, and Wig

glesworth in the Lynn Woods. This tract of 1,600 acres of land

and water is a possession of extraordinary importance. No other

of the smaller cities of our country has anything to compare with

it in extent. It is a region of unspoiled woodland ; and it will so

remain , as it is not intended that it shall ever be made a park in

the ordinary sense of that word. There is an admirable system

of roads, which will be extended ; and there will be need of shelters

at various points. There will be as little artificial construction as

possible, no decorative gardening, no perceptible interference with

the wild sylvan beauty which is the essential charm of this great

public resort. Its proper official and distinctive name is The Lynn

Woods, and it is desirable that people who write about it should

use this title.

The two wolf-pits are objects of great historic value. I have

not been able to learn of the existence of any similar remains

anywhere in this country . They are perhaps eight or ten feet
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deep, but have been partly filled up by leaves drifting in . I

thought them about eight or nine feet long and three or four feet

wide. A recentnewspaper article described them as circular,with

walls narrowing at the top. I suppose the writer thought wolf-pits

ought to have that form . But those I saw are parallelograms with

vertical walls, their corners right angles, and, in short, with noth

ing circular or sloping about them . The smooth stone walls were

so well laid that they are still not perceptibly out of plumb. These

pits should be very carefully protected and preserved , that they

may never become mere restorations. Few persons understand

their importance ; but these ancient walls of stone should remain

exactly as they are now for thousands and thousands of years,

unless an earthquake or lightning-stroke ploughs them out.

QUINCY

has Merrymount Park, seventy -five acres on the shore, woodland

and ponds, given to the city by Hon. Charles Francis Adams in

1885. It hasnot been improved very much, as one of the condi

tions of the gift was that the city should not expend more than

$ 1,000 a year on the park for the first ten years. After this term

expires, more will be done for its improvement. Faxon Park ,

about twenty -six acres of woodland, in the region formerly called

the South Common , not on the shore, was given to the city by

Hon . Henry H . Faxon in 1885. It is notmuch improved. Before

1885 Quincy had no park or common. The people went to the

beaches, and do now ; but there are no public holdings on the shore

outside ofMerrymount Park. The city was incorporated in 1888,

and has now 17,000 people . The Village Improvement Society

has recently put up a fine granite fountain , costing about $ 6 ,000,

on land belonging to the Street Department, formerly a part of

the old training- field .

WEYMOUTH

is fortunate in the possession of Webb Park , which has recently

been presented to the inhabitants of the town by Mrs. Margaret

T . W .Merrill, of Portland, and Mrs. Nancy B . Jackson , of Boston .

The donors are descendants of the late Christopher Webb , a

prominent lawyer of Weymouth , who represented the town in the

General Court for thirty years or more. This park land was for

merly a part of the estate of Major John White, who owned a large
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farm here a hundred years ago. Christopher Webb married his

daughter, Miss Susan White ; and this is a portion of her inheri

tance from her father's estate . Its area is eight acres. It lies

high, overlooking all the Weymouth Fore River country and the

numerous islands off shore. In the deed of gift the donors say

the land is given to the town “ in consideration of our regard

for our birthplace, and as a memorial of our honored parents."

It was an act of far- sighted beneficence, an admirable and endur

ing example to the people of other Massachusetts towns.

HINGHAM .

There is a small Common at Hingham Centre, perhaps two or

three acres. Fountain Square, near the Hingham railway station ,

is little more than a slight expansion of the streets which cross

each other diagonally there . It has several large fine elms, which

were planted about seventy years ago. There are no other public

holdings. The town formerly owned a considerable area along

the town brook , but sold it at low rates long ago . Much of this

land is now occupied by buildings ; and the town has repurchased

some of it in later times, paying a good price. Melville 's Garden,

at Downer's Landing, a noted resort on the shore , had 275,000

visitors during the season of 1891. It is a private holding, with

restaurant, etc., and brings a great revenue to its proprietor. Such

resorts are sure to be multiplied in the shore towns, and to attract

an increasing number of visitors from the cities and from the

interior of the country. In Hingham I saw the “ Old Place "

which has been made historic by the story of its renewal, which

Mrs. Robbins has told with such extraordinary vivaciousness and

interest in Garden and Forest. The Agricultural Society has large

grounds at Hingham , but they are not used as a place of public

resort. Mr. William L . Bradley, dealer in phosphate fertilizers in

Boston, owns a great deal of land in Hingham and Weymouth.

The people say that he has “ a mania for improving grounds," and

that he has given to the Hingham Polo Club “ the finest polo

grounds in the country.” The town ought to have a park or

reservation on the shore. There are many things of historic

interest here, and there should be an increase of popular interest

and knowledge regarding them . Some birthplaces of distin

guished people should be marked before remembrance of them

perishes.
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HULL.

There are no public holdings in the town of Hull. The great

beach at Nantasket is all private property. Some of the hill-tops

and long reaches of shore lands should belong to the town or to

the State for the use and enjoyment of themyriads of people from

the cities who throng the promontory every summer. The ocean

itself is here plainly in large degree a private holding.

COHASSET

has one of the prettiest commons I have seen , about four acres,

fine trees and grass, enclosed with a fence of posts with two

chains. A church, built in 1743, stands within , about the middle

of one side. There is an enchanting view of the water and the

shore meadows. The Common is obviously incomplete at this

end ; and I was told that the town owns an area outside at that

point, and that a man living near had obtained permission to

enclose a part of this valuable public holding for his own private

use. Even if this were included, the Common would be too small

for the public need. By permitting such occupancy, several of the

shore towns have lost title to land which would now be an impor

tant public possession ; and it will be interesting to see whether this

favored citizen sets up in time the plea of long-continued and

undisturbed occupancy as a basis for a claim to title in this town

land . There is a comparatively roomy play-ground around the

new Osgood School, and the building has more architectural char

acter and beauty than I have seen anywhere else in a school-house.

SCITUATE.

The name Scituate appears to be a corruption of an Indian

word, Sa-tu -it, accented on the second syllable, and said to mean

brook, or cold brook . It is still in use . I think the meaning of

Indian names is mostly uncertain , and a matter of guesswork

now ; and the sun is more important when it is pleasant or mu

sical, and the name had a local identity in early times. We still

have Cotuit, and other names similar in sound. The town had

formerly extensive public holdings on the beach . Deane's History

says : “ The beaches from the third cliff eastward to the river's

mouth have been defended from waste by repeated acts of the

town , forbidding the removing of stones, etc. Two landings
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at the harbor have been preserved by the town, and frequently

surveyed for the purpose of keeping their bounds. These came

into the town 's possession in 1704, when the Conihassett Partners

surrendered their highways, etc., to the town." These important

shore lands, owned by the town, have mostly been forcibly taken

possession of and appropriated to their own use by some of the

owners of contiguous grounds. The town has been the theatre of

one of the great beach controversies of the country . It has vainly

expended thousands of dollars in the effort to defend its rights on

the shore . The people have grown weary of the unavailing strug

gle ; and, although the courts have not rendered a full decision

on the merits of the case, it is not likely that the town will make

any further effort to obtain redress. The men who have seized

the public property say to the people of the town, “ Come on this

beach if you dare ! ” and , if any citizen drives his team on the

shore in the exercise of the ancient right to collect sea -weed or

drift- stuff, they meet him with weapons and violence, attack his

horses with pitchforks, and are thus able to “ hold the fort "

against all efforts to maintain the public right to the beach.

In early times Scituate had a large training-field . A long time

ago a man sat down on it and stayed there, and the town could

not get him off, or it did not ; and some of his family are living

there still. A fragment of the old training-field still remains un

appropriated to private use, and now forms a small common .

The records say that, when this region was first settled by white

men , the shores of the bays here were skirted with forest trees

quite to the water's edge ; and some of the earliest entries men

tioned the live oak forests in the vicinity of Coleman 's Hills.

What tree was this which the settlers called a live oak ? I sup

pose the word, as they used it, would mean any evergreen oak .

Mentioning this record to Mr. Frederick Law Olmsted, I was

much interested in learning that he thought it possible that a col

ony of live oaksmight really have grown along the shore in Scit

uate, from seed transported from the South by the ocean . Walnut

tree Hill was so named because the black walnutwas indigenous

there. It was a wild region of woods and waters . There were

many beaver-dams, and fornearly a hundred years the town voted

every year a bounty for the destruction of wolves. There is still

a town swamp on the maps here , but the last of this ancient public

holding was assigned to various citizens long ago. I copied from

the town records of 1706 the statement that eighty lots of cedar
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swamp were conveyed to individual citizens by a committee ap

pointed by the town in February of that year. AtHobart's Land

ing on North River, in Scituate, ships were built as early as 1630.

Here the ship “ Columbia " (Captain Kendrick) was built by James

Briggs in 1773. This was the first ship to visit the north -west

coast from this country. Captain Kendrick explored the river

Oregon, and named it, after his ship, the “ Columbia .” Many of

the whale -ships employed by the people of New Bedford and Nan

tucket during the latter half of the last century and the early part

of this were built in Scituate. They generally rated from three

hundred to three hundred and fifty tons. The largest of which I

find any record was built in 1812 by William Delano, nearly five

hundred tons.

In 1830 Captain Samuel Barker received a premium from the

Plymouth Agricultural Society for the best crop of rye in the

county , and two other citizens had premiums the same year for

general improvement of their farms. The year before Colonel

James Curtis had received a donation for general improvement of

his farm , and Thatcher Tilden a premium for the best crop of rye.

I think that agriculture in Scituate has rather declined than ad

vanced since then .

An old cemetery here has been much neglected and abused.

A public highway has been run through it, destroying many of the

graves and headstones. The sites of some of the smaller burying

places mentioned in early histories of the town are probably indis

tinguishable now . Valuable materials for history have been lost

and destroyed in several of the shore towns by the neglect of old

cemeteries and the destruction of the inscriptions on old grave

stones.

Queen Ann 's Corner has its name from Ann Whiton , who kept

a tavern there in 1730 and many years afterwards, where the

Plymouth road crosses the town line to Hingham . I copied the

earliestmarriage notice preserved in the town records : “ Resolved

White to Judith , daughter of Mr. William Vassall, Nov. 25, 1640."

Resolved White came to Plymouth in the “ Mayflower " with the

first company of Pilgrims in 1620, and had lands laid out to him in

Scituate in 1638.

In Scituate I saw the birthplace of Samuel Woodworth , the

author of the poem “ The Old Oaken Bucket.” Hewas born here ,

Jan . 13, 1785. He early chose to be a printer, and was appren

ticed to Benjamin Russell, editor of the Columbian Centinel, in
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Boston . He became a busy journalist and a prolific author. He

went to New York City in 1809, and in 1823 was associated with

George P . Morris in establishing the Mirror. The “ Old Oaken

Bucket " poem was written in the spring or summer of 1817. Mr.

Woodworth was then living in Duane Street. He camehome to

dinner on a warm day from his office near the foot of Wall Street,

and took a drink of water, saying that he would rather have it

from the old well at home. His wife said , “ Selim , that's a pretty

subject for a poem ” ; and he sat down and wrote it. He died

Dec. 9, 1842, and was buried in New York ; but his family after

ward removed to San Francisco, and carried his body with them .

It seems a strange allotment of fortune by which his dust was

borne across the continent to find a sepulchre by the far Pacific .

I think the birthplace should be marked in some appropriate

way. The well and the little old mill appear to remain about the

same as when the poet saw them daily in his boyhood. We ought

to preserve the well, and perhaps the millstones, which are still in

use. The place is visited by an increasing number of summer

people , sometimes as many as sixty in a day. It is a wholesome

interest, and one to be encouraged, which attracts successive gen

erations of pilgrims to a poet's birthplace ; but it cannot always

be convenient in its results for the courteous family who now have

the care of the celebrated well. Pleasant attention is given to all

visitors, and fees frequently offered are always refused. I drank

of the water, and found it cold and sweet and apparently pure.

MARSHFIELD

formerly had a Common . In earliest times it was the training

field . The town gave a religious society a perpetual lease of a

part of it as a site for its chapel, and then ran a public road

curving diagonally through what remained . During recent years

various persons have obtained permission to build sheds on the

remnants of the Common , and there is not much of it left for

future appropriation. That is the story of the parks, commons,

and open spaces of the town of Marshfield .

Mr. Seth J. Ventress, who was born in this town, learned to lay

brick and stone as they should be laid in structures that are to

abide and endure ; and he came to know more than anybody else

about bakers' ovens and how to build them . He had $ 40,000

when he came to die a few years ago , and left $ 10,000 in trust to
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build Ventress Memorial Hall here, within three -quarters of a mile

of the meeting-house, for a town hall and public library. Daniel

Webster's grave is in this town, and it is visited by thousands

every summer. His birthplace in the town of Franklin , N . H ., is

notmarked in any way.

KINGSTON AND DUXBURY.

Kingston has no park or common or rights on the shore .

Duxbury has a town landing, perhaps two of them , not used .

The Standish monument is here. It stands on the slope of a

hill, because the top , the right place for it, could not be bought

for this purpose. The Monument Association owns a small area

around its base. It should be considerably extended and im

proved, and made a convenient and attractive place of resort for

great numbers of people. This region is full of interesting local

history and historic places.

PLYMOUTH

keeps its old training-green , or some of it, a scant acre now .

There is a tract of perhaps five acres around the great statue of

Faith, and a small area about the celebrated Rock , down by the

water-side. Cole's Hill,where a few of the first burials were made,

is a small, steep hill-slope just above the Rock. It is used as a

park or place for seats for those who wish to contemplate the

Rock or enjoy the view of the water. Burial Hill, five or six

acres, is practically a park, and has many visitors. There are few

interments now .

The great possession of Plymouth is Morton Park, one hundred

and fifty acres of unsurpassable woods, lying along the shores of

Billington Sea. Mr. Morton seemsto know every tree and every

inequality of surface in the park. The city ought in time to own

the shore lands entirely around Billington Sea. Plymouth is a

very large town. It is eighteen miles across it, from the Kingston

line to that of Sandwich. This great region is mostly woods, and

is well watered. People say that a man can camp by a different

lake every day in the year in this town, but I did not have time to

camp by all the lakes or to count them . It is an enchanting

region for summer residences, and people are finding it out in

increasing numbers. There will be thousands of summer dwellers

by these beautiful lakes in a few years . Every acre outside of
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the permanentreservation of a strip of wood on each side of the

public roads would greatly improve them . As a great deal of the

land is valued at twenty -five cents an acre for taxation , it would

probably not be difficult to make a public holding of a belt a few

rodswide on each side of all the principal roads. This would give

to extensive regions much of the aspect and character of a park .

The method of keeping the public records of the town has been

brought to a wonderful degree of accuracy and convenience. To

the student of civilization these records are among the chief at

tractions of the place. The Pilgrim Society has an interesting

collection of furniture, implements, and other articles used by the

early inhabitants. It is a valuable instrument for awakening and

fostering interest in local history, and influences working to this

end are much needed in the shore towns.

SANDWICH AND BOURNE .

Sandwich has no town holding of any kind for a place of public

resort. The Sandwich Glass Company had a small common near

the glass-works, with large trees and seats for the operatives. It

was a pleasant and valuable resting-place for them , but the com

pany has gone out of business and the common is uncared for.

There is a piece of remarkably interesting scenery near the wood

from Sandwich to Mashpee. It is a vast wooded hollow , or deep

valley, which happens to have just the right proportions to be

impressive. It ought to be defended from forest fires, and its

sylvan beauty perpetuated and made a public possession.

There is no place of public resort in Bourne ; and the boys of

this town say they have no right to meet anywhere out-of-doors for

athletic exercises, amusement, or mutual improvement. Playing

ball along the public highway causes complaint and is dangerous

to persons passing ; and, if the boys assemble in a field or pasture,

they are warned away as trespassers. The boys think there should

be a town field , or public play-ground ; and some of the leading

citizens take the same view of the matter. Intelligent men here

feelmuch interest in the law relative to preserving ornamental and

shade trees on the highways of the State . It is Chapter 196 of the

Acts of 1890. The people here say their roads would be much

better if the trees along the road-sides were left standing ; that the

highways are often injured, and all their beauty destroyed , by
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widening them unnecessarily ; and that when they are straightened ,

and the old curving lines are abandoned, the scenic interest and

value of the region is impaired, and the drives are rendered unat

tractive. Half-way between Buzzard 's Bay railway station and

Bourne are the remains of an old trading-post, which was estab

lished here in 1627. The old cellar-pit and its walls are still to a

great extent unchanged ; but the land has been sold recently and

is likely to be improved, and this interesting monument of early

commercial activity will probably soon be destroyed .

BARNSTABLE.

There has been considerable successful tree-planting in Barn

stable . I walked about a piece of woodland which was planted

by its present owner, and which has long yielded valuable annual

crops of timber for fuel and other purposes. It begins to look

really forest-like. The pitch pine (Pinus rigida) is the tree which

has been chiefly planted in this region . There are no considera

ble public holdings for places of resort in Barnstable . Old citizens

say the town formerly owned several hundred acres of common or

town land, and that these tracts were seized by various persons

who were permitted to live on them undisturbed till they gained

title by occupancy.

YARMOUTH

had in earliest times a little reserve or common field of clay for

making brick for the people. It was much used long ago, but not

in recent years. A few years ago the town voted to fill it in and

fence it ; and it is now a pretty bit of common, with trees and grass,

perhaps an acre in extent. There was formerly a town landing on

Bass River, but it was sold a few years ago. In early days Yar

mouth granted portions of her common lands to various persons,

who were to retain these holdings as long as they “ improved” –

thatis, used — them . These titles were not intended to be transfer

able to other citizens, but to revert to the town if the first holders

should leave the lands. But the persons to whom the grants were

made sold their rights, or claims, to others, who transferred them

in turn ; and the town's title was ignored. The town appointed a

committee of lawyers and others to inquire into the matter, and

they reported that it did not seem to be worth while for the town

to undertake to reassert title to these lands. Bass River, between

Yarmouth and Dennis, yielded $600 to each town last year from

the sale of the right to the herring fishery.
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DENNIS

is a beautiful town, full of quiet, satisfying scenery. I saw a cedar

swamp here , with unusually large timber. The “ Old Whaling

Ground ” on the shore is an interesting town holding. The editor

of the Register, in Yarmouth , who has a remarkable knowledge of

the local history of the region , told me that the Old Whaling

Ground belongs jointly to the towns of Dennis and Yarmouth , as

it was a common or town possession when the two towns were

one. There is a very old Indian burying-ground — of the Nob

scusset tribe - on the shore of Scargo Lake in Dennis , about an

acre in extent. The town fenced it last year. The title is in the

two towns, Dennis and Yarmouth . There is no park or common

in Dennis belonging to the town. An acre or more around Lib

erty Hall, owned by an association, is called the Park. It is not

at present much used or cared for.

BREWSTER .

There is a pretty little circular green near the church in Brew

ster which belongs to the parish, and is possibly a fragment of the

ancient training-field . There is a town landing on Cape Cod

Bay, perhaps two hundred feet of shore line, at the end of a street.

The town owns a herring or alewife brook , and appoints an alewife

committee at the annual town meeting to catch the fish and dis

pose of them . Formerly the fish were abundant, and the town

would often have 300 barrels of alewives a year. A family of eight

persons would then have a right to a barrel of fish, and could buy

more at thirty or forty cents a barrel. The committee now sells

the fish to anybody who wants them . The gross catch is small of

late years, not more than $ 100 worth usually . The population is

decreasing, but it is likely soon to receive considerable annual

re -enforcements of summer inhabitants .

HARWICH .

There is a green of perhaps an acre and a half in front of Pine

Grove Seminary in Harwich , the gift of Mr. Sidney Brooks, princi

pal and former owner. The town owns Herring River from Long

Pond to the ocean, about six miles, and has recently sold the

fishing right for five years for $615 a year. Three citizens bought

it, to enable them to control the water for the benefit of their cran
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berry fields. Some of the people wish the town to sell the public

fishing right once for all , finally and entirely, – that is, to relinquish

and extinguish this particular town holding ; and this may very

likely be done before long. There are many fine trees along the

streets in the villages of this town ; and it is all a charming region ,

with interesting historic places.

CHATHAM

appears to be the most easterly point in the State. There is no

common or park. The town probably has an ancient right in the

long beach, but it has not asserted it lately . Themarsh hay was

formerly sold by the town every year. There is a very old ceme

tery : the title is in the town. It has not been very well cared for.

Some valuable materials for local history have been lost by the

deaths of several old inhabitants within a few years. Champlain

was here in 1606, I believe, and had some rough experience. He

broke his rudder, probably on Pollock Rip , and found it difficult

to make a landing. The Indians helped him in ; but afterward he

had a fight with them , and two of his men were killed. He called

the place Port Fortune, and set up a cross on the shore. Some of

the people here know the place, approximately at least; and it

would be well to mark it in some permanent way. The shore

region here is interesting and attractive, and the summer people

are crowding in . The depth of the water along this part of the

coast is constantly changing, and the wariest navigators meet fre

quent surprises. One of the greatest chart-makers of the world

lives here, and his fame is known in all littoral countries.

ORLEANS

is a town of beautiful landscapes and attractive building-sites, and

the summer people are beginning to appropriate them . A wise

foresight would provide a large area here for out-of-door rest and

recreation , a pleasant reach of shore land, where thousands of

inland people might bathe and walk by the sea ; but there is no

park or common or public beach . The time is coming when

there will be throngs of people here all summer long, - and in the

autumn, too , for that matter, for the autumn is the best part of

the year on the Cape ; and when there will not be much more

space or freedom for them than convicts enjoy in the State prison ,

marching in lock -step to dinner and away from it again . The
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summer dwellers here will have their rooms in the cottages, and in

great hotels and boarding-houses ; and they will have the freedom

of the sidewalk and the public road. There will be no rambling

over breezy uplands or musing where the rolling surf beats and

thunders on the shore. The uplands will be an almost continuous

village, and the shore everywhere will be in somebody's back yard.

Those who wish to see the Cape country before its wildness and

freedom are displaced by the new stage of civilization, with its

warnings " Private Grounds ” and “ Keep off the grass ” forbidding

visitors to leave the highways, should visit it within the next few

years.

Orleans can advertise one attraction which I suppose not many

towns can rival. The almshouse is not needed for its original

purpose ; for long and long it has had no pauper tenants, and has

been constantly let for a dwelling. Think of living in a town

where even the poorhouse brings in an annual revenue ! Who

says the Cape is a barren region , and poor ? There are many

inland ponds or lakes here, some salt, many fresh . If they had

been made expressly for purposes of pleasure and recreation, they

could not have been better.

The Orleans Cemetery Association owns the new part of the

cemetery. It is on a hill, with a fine view of the ocean and bay ;

and the summer people go there in numbers. The old part is not

so high . The title to it is probably in the town . There are three

windmills in Orleans,'each about one hundred and fifty years old.

A man from the city with a new place here thought he would buy

one of these mills, and set it up in his grounds as an article of

“ bigotry and virtue " ; butthe owner of the mill asked $ 300 for it.

The summer resident concluded that he would try to get along

without a windmill, and the “ boom ” in these antiquities came

suddenly to an end. The town clerk bought one-fourth of the

one at Orleans village for $25, and it pays for itself by its tolls

every year. These mills are about thirty or thirty -five feet high,

and twenty in diameter at the base , which is square or octagonal.

They are not picturesque objects, though it is the fashion to say

they are. They are too small and all their lines too severely

simple to be impressive, and they are interesting only because

they are unfamiliar to most visitors . There is a valuable public

library here, and the town owns a very small area around the

library building. The town hall lot should be considerably ex

tended while land is cheap. It is by far too small for permanent
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public convenience. A number of the leading citizens here are

much interested in the objects of the Trustees of Public Reserva

tions, and will aid them in any convenient way. There was a

meeting here early in December to consider the need of open

spaces for public resort. After experimenting with the topic at

meetings in Boston and at Provincetown, I found here that an

average country audience responds readily to a direct presenta

tion of the essential facts and obvious deductions related to this

matter. It is always interesting to try the effect of a new subject

on audiences of different kinds.

EASTHAM

has no considerable public holdings. The early history of the

town is interesting, but it receives little popular attention. I

noted that in 1705 the town voted to fine any freeman living

within seven miles of the polls , if he failed to attend an election .

Some interesting experiments in asparagus culture made here

during the last few years give promise of a new and highly profit

able industry for farmers and market gardeners ; and excellent

turnips are grown in this region. Under existing local conditions,

such facts are of great interest and importance.

WELLFLEET

is an attractive town. All its interests are at present much de

pressed by the decay of the old industries of its people, fishing,

whaling, and boat-building. Much land has been bought here by

non -residents within a few years , but notmuch of it has been occu

pied or improved. The town formerly owned Great Island and

Beach Hill, but sold these holdings a few years ago to Mrs .

France B . Hiller, of Wilmington , Mass., who also bought much

land of private owners in the town. I believe she is to expend

a specified sum within a certain term of years in improving the

lands bought from the town, otherwise the title will revert, and the

property become again a public possession . No improvement has

yet been made. People in the town say that many personsmade

claims for compensation for their rights in one of the private es

tates bought by Mrs. Hiller, and that “ she bought them out, a

thousand of them , for a dollar apiece. Whoever wanted a dollar

said he was one of the heirs ; and she paid him a dollar, and he
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ginning of the growth of a legend.

The town long ago planted a considerable tract on Great Island

with pines, and they have grown well. It owns a small piece of

woodland, - no one knows its area, - which supplies all the fuel

needed for the schools of the town , and will do so for many years

to come, though the timber does not grow as fast as it is cut. It

is but a few acres in extent, and is said to have belonged to the

lasi survivors of an Indian tribe, and to have reverted to the town

at their death . Wellfeet recently bought a play.ground near the

High School building at a cost of $ 150. The area is 280 by 286

feet. There is an old cemetery on Taylor's Hill, owned by the

town. Its dimensions are 171 by 144, 149, and 167 feet. Beach

grass , no trees. The hill is 70 or 80 feet high. There have been

no interments for many years. A land company is operating at

South Wellfleet, and has sold hundreds of lots . Wellfeet had

once 160 sail of sea -going vessels, now not over 20 . The valua

tion of property for taxation is declining. A profitable beginning

at garden-farming has been made here and in the next town,

Truro ; and there is room for a great extension of this industry in

both towns.

TRURO

has no park or common or right on the shore. Several small

pieces of land have at different times reverted to the town by non

payment of taxes. They are held by the town officers, and sold

when anybody will buy. They are mostly woodland withoutmuch

wood, and will be sold cheap. They are not suited for reserves

or places of public resort. There is an old cemetery at North

Truro, about four acres, perhaps. It is cared for, and much of it

is grown up with the beach plum , which forms an almost solid

mass of stiff, thorny brush , or “ scrub,” in time an impenetrable

thicket. The valley of the Pamet is a picturesque region, with

qualities to woo the heart of an artist, — views across the breadth

of the Cape everywhere, of the bay inside and the ocean outside,

and twice a day the tide-filled river. The population of the town

is below one thousand, less than half what it was forty years ago.

One-fifth of the present inhabitants are Portuguese immigrants.

They have been here a long time, but still have some “ foreign

ways." The New England people do not seem inclined to hold

“ the land where first they trod.” Many of them have gone
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farther, and fared worse. There are some historic places in Truro

which should be marked ; and the early history of the town is

worthy of far more attention than it receives from the present in

habitants. Popular interest in the local history will probably have

a new development, as Mr. Shebnah Rich, of Salem , has written

an interesting and valuable history of Truro.. All visitors here go

to Highland Light. I refer my readers to the accurate and en

trancing description of the excursion in Mr. Frank Bolles's new

book , “ The Land of the Lingering Snow .” All this shore should

be forever accessible to the public.

CAPE COD .

I have just reread Thoreau 's book on Cape Cod . It is inter

esting, but one-sided, as it was meant to be. The authorwalked

along the shore, keeping to the very edge of the water nearly all

the way down the Cape. He did not see the country inland, did

not care to see it, and appears to have had an entirely erroneous

idea of it. He says himself : “ Our story is true as far as it goes.

Wedid not care to see those features of the Cape in which it is

inferior or merely equal to the mainland, but only those in which

it is peculiar or superior. We cannot say how its towns look in

front to one who goes to meet them : we went to see the ocean

behind them . They were merely the raft on which we stood , and

we took notice of the barnacles which adhered to it, and some

carvings upon it." The Cape region is much better wooded, has

better soil, and is far more interesting and attractive than his ac

count of what he saw along the beach has led people to believe.

His book is usually read as if it were an adequate description of

the Cape country, and it has no doubt had an unfavorable effect on

the interests of the region ; but all his readers should make large

allowance for Thoreau's love of paradox, even when he has seen

what he describes. I suppose that what he says of the few people

whom he saw during his excursion is strictly true ; but it does not

apply to the Cape people in general any more than to the people

of the author's own town of Concord , or, to give a better idea of

it, it is exactly of a piece with his description of Boston : “ I see

a great many barrels and fig-drums, piles of wood for umbrella

sticks, blocks of granite and ice, great heaps of goods, and the

means of packing and conveying them ,much wrapping-paper and

twine,many crates and hogsheads and trucks; and that is Boston.
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The more barrels, themore Boston . The museums and scientific

societies and libraries are accidental. They gather around the

sands to save carting. The wharf-rats and custom -house officers

and broken -down poets , seeking a fortune amid the barrels , their

better or worse lyceums and preachings and doctorings, - these,

too , are accidental.”

The wonderful “ Cape country ," with its indefinable charm ,

seems to me the most interesting region in New England, or any

where. There ought to be a new book about it. It has no such

place in our literature as it deserves. Most New England people

know little more about it than they do about Arizona. As I

walked through it, the extraordinary purity of the air made me

feel that I should like to be a gypsy and camp out in all the

towns.

After we pass Chatham , going down the Cape, the atmosphere

is the same as if we were on a small island far out to sea. Every

possible breeze is a sea-breeze, no matter from what quarter it

blows. I once camped out for a while in the snow on the moun

tains, in the Crater Lake region ; and that is the only time I have

ever tasted elsewhere an atmosphere so vivifying as that of the

Cape Cod country . The number of ponds and lakes on the Cape

is much greater than most people know ; and the island scenery is

serene and restful, but not dull nor tame. For people who want

sea air our country has no better region ; and in a few years it will

be thronged and crowded by summer dwellers, from Provincetown

to the shores of Buzzard's Bay. It will be a paradise for women

and children as long as the wildness and freedom remain un

spoiled . Unless great areas here are made public holdings, free

for the people's enjoyment forever, the time will come when the

tired dwellers in the cities, and in the vast interior of our country,

who are driven by the heat of summer to seek rest and new life

by the sea, will find here the city over again , and be “ cribbed ,

cabined, and confined ” in conditions very like those from which

they are trying to escape. That would be a sad sight for thought

ful men .

MASHPEE

is in somedegree an Indian town. Atany rate , it is Indian enough

to be interesting. Before 1834 there was a reservation here,man

aged by the Commonwealth ; and the Indians were oppressed and

depressed much as Indians usually have been in this country. But
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since 1834 the people here have constituted a town, with the same

organization and relations to the State which other towns possess.

These Indian people are poor, and they appear to have rather

more public spirit than the average white people of this country.

The town officers are Indians, and the town records are admira

bly kept. One of the principal Indian men here was born in

Boston , and has seen much of the world as a sailor. He is a man

of broad and varied intelligence, and of very substantial intellect

ual character. He was a representative in the Massachusetts

legislature some years ago. He resembles in an astonishing de

gree, in looks, manner, and speech, some of the principal men

of the Sioux Indians of Dakota with whom I am acquainted. The

Indian town clerk is a very valuable man in his office, and I

hope he will be retained in it for a long period. I tried to per

suade these Indian people to select a boy having sturdy health ,

prepare him well, and send him to Harvard ; and I hope they will

yet do this. This Indian town has, of course, white people in it ;

and they, as individual citizens, take equal part in affairs. Mash

pee has no holdings for places of public resort. The village is

“ beautiful for situation ," on the shore of Great Pond , which is a

lovely piece of water, with shores wooded nearly all around. A

hill on the shore of the lake at Mashpee village has a fine grove

of pines on it. A dozen acres here would make a beautiful and

valuable reserve, and the town ought to have it ; but the people

are too poor to buy the land, though it would not cost much now .

The summer visitors here need it already, and will need it more

and more . They have only begun to discover this beautiful region.

The view from the head of the lake, on the road from Sandwich

to Mashpee, is one of great beauty and interest. Mr. Benjamin

Boardley, a colored man who lives here, is a manufacturer of

philosophical instruments ; and he is also building a steamboat

to run on the lake for excursions for the summer business. The

three pretty islands in this lake are owned by a company of

friends, Mr. Cleveland, Mr. Gilder, the editor of the Century

Magazine, the two Jeffersons, father and son, and another gentle

man. The hotel at Mashpee is one of the best in the shore

towns. It is not kept by an Indian , but by a man from New

Hampshire. A cove in the mill-pond near the hotel is filled with

the Egyptian water-lily , Nelumbo luteum , which flowers abundantly ,

and yields valuable revenues. The seeds from which it has grown

were obtained from a well-known New Jersey florist.
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FALMOUTH

has no public holding except a town landing, which is not much

regarded . I called on Mr. Joseph Fay, Senior, who has had much

experience in tree -planting. The people in all that country say

that he has not only planted thousands of trees himself, but has

influenced other men to plant many more. He formerly planted

Scotch pines, but afterward concluded that they are inferior to our

native trees for planting in this country . He thinks trees can be

made to grow almost anywhere, and that any seashore waste in

this State can be reclaimed by the methodical planting and care of

suitable trees. Mr. Fay has a piece of beautiful pine woods, about

fifty acres, which he bought many years ago to preserve it. It is

an old picnic ground , and much used public resort. He says it

is wrong for towns to yield their public holdings to the attacks of

private greed, and regrets the lack of spirit to contend for public

rights, as it is this spirit which has built up the structure of pro

tecting laws and institutions for our civilization .

WAREHAM

has no public holdings for public resort. An area large enough

for a pleasant green in front of a church is claimed by two men,

and the court adjudged the right to improve the land to the two

acting together. But, as they do not act together, the land cannot

be improved ; and it lies waste and unattractive. There are some

beautiful white oak trees in Wareham which , in form and at a dis

tance, resemble the live oaks of Louisiana and Texas.

!

MARION

has beautiful woods along the shores, all private holdings. Mr.

Richard W . Gilder, the editor of the Century Magazine, lives here

in summer. A great rock, which has a large white pine growing

up through it in a curious way, was about to be broken up, when

Mr. Gilder and some of his friends interposed and paid the price

asked for the rock ; and it is thus preserved for the present at least.

It stands just at the side of the street, and is an interesting and

attractive object. But a small area of land around it should also

be bought, so as to provide for the permanent preservation of the

rock . This bit of public spirit is an example that should be fol

lowed in many places. It is an easy and pleasantway of having
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one's name remembered, and there are innumerable opportunities

in the shore towns.

MATTAPOISETT

has two bathing-places, beaches on the bay shore, each perhaps

100 feet square, four bath -houses and a pavilion . There is an old

cemetery to which the town holds title . Someyears ago the town

obtained a special act of the legislature, authorizing the formation

of a park to include the entire water-front of the village, all the

land between the main street and the water's edge . The ground

was very cheap then ; but the plan was opposed by two or three

persons, and was given up. Now the land has all been taken up

by the summer people in private holdings, and its purchase by the

town would be impossible. There is no park or common . .

FAIRHAVEN

has no park or common , no considerable area around schools or

churches, no play-ground for children. The town tried , about

twelve years ago, to buy a square for a common ; but the project

was opposed and relinquished, and now the town has nothing of

the kind except Fort Phænix, an area of about four acres, to which

the United States government holds title. Mr. C . J. Tripp is cus

todian of this property by appointment of the Secretary of War.

The trust could not be in better hands. Mr. Tripp is Chairman of

the Committee on Property of the vigorous Town Improvement

Association here, and has had charge of the fort about five years .

The view from the grassy parapets is remarkably fine. In warm

weather there are from 1,000 to 2 ,000 visitors daily . There is a

café and dwelling on the ground. The Improvement Association

is trying to buy the guns of the fort, — which the government offers

for sale, - in order to mount and retain them permanently in place

on the walls, thus adding to the interest and attractiveness of the

fort as a place of resort. There are five guns, rifled twenty -four

pounders, made at West Point for the Mexican War. A man on

the Hudson bids against Mr. Tripp for the guns. Hewants them

to adorn his lawn athome.

There is a bathing-ground on the beach to which the Improve

ment Association hopes to acquire title . It is now held by some

of the members, as the Association cannot go in debt. The so

ciety was started to set out trees ; but Mr. Henry H . Rogers, of
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the Standard Oil Company, now buys all the trees needed by the

town , and the selectmen plant them . Mr. Rogers is building a

costly library and town hall for the town. There is an old Indian

burying-ground at Sconticut Neck,now covered by a grove of trees.

There is a cannon at the centre of the village which was captured

from the British in the war of the Revolution . The Improvement

Association has placed a bronze plate on the gun , with an inscrip

tion reciting the main facts in its history. John Cook, the last

survivor of the Pilgrims, is buried in Fairhaven ; and the Improve

ment Association will take care of his grave and erect a monu

ment.

NEW BEDFORD

has a population of 45,000 and a Common of seven acres and

Woo of an acre. There is a driveway eighty feet wide around

Clarke's Point. The long, winding bridge, or causeway, across

the Acushnet River, between New Bedford and Fairhaven , is pain

fully crowded on summer evenings. It is very narrow , hardly

more than space for the wheel-way. People on foot are in

constant danger of being run over by carriages, as they can

scarcely avoid obstructing the drive if they resort to the bridge at

all. The abundant dust is a source of extreme discomfort ; but

this bridge, or causeway, crosses the wide water, and along its

course one meets the delicious breath of the sea. It is the only

path of escape from the heated city on summer nights, and it

should be greatly improved. It ought to be broadened , so as to

make it a comfortable and clean promenade for the thousands of

men, women , and children who would seek coolness and refresh

ment here if there were room for them . It would promote the

health , happiness, morals, and civilization of the city .

DARTMOUTH

has no public holdings for places of resort. There are two or

three landings on the shore, at the end of streets or roads.

WESTPORT

has town landings on both sides of the river at the head of West

port, — an area of perhaps four or five acres in all. Part of it is

leased to citizens for building purposes. There is a place on
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Horseneck Beach , about two acres, owned by the town, a highway,

landing, and watering-place. There are no commons or parks.

FALL RIVER

has two parks, - North Park, 15 to 20 acres, South Park , 60 acres.

There is a public bathing-place, but it is not in good condition :

it might be made so by a breakwater. Leading men here and in

New Bedford say that the operatives in the factories appear not

to value or use the parks so much as is desirable. They seem to

need somekind of out-of-door amusement or means of entertain

ment to attract them to the parks. They stay indoors too much ,

and go to poor, miserable shows in hot, close halls and theatres,

when they should be in the open air. Is this a new problem or

an old one? It would require time and considerable special

observation to ascertain to what extentthe working people of Fall

River use and enjoy the parks provided by the city, and what

benefits they receive from these opportunities for recreation in the

open air. No doubt the journalists of the city could give us inter

esting and valuable information on these subjects, and their dis

cussion of them would awaken general attention .

I believe there are forty -six of the shore towns and cities of

the State named in these notes. Only Newburyport, Manchester,

Salem , Lynn , Quincy, Weymouth, Plymouth , and Fall River can

be regarded as fairly well equipped with parks and commons.

Perhaps Essex should be included in this list. Rowley, Marble

head, Hingham , Cohasset, and perhaps a few other towns have

small commons ; but most of the shore towns have no park, com

mon, or open space of any kind to which the people have a right

to resort. New Bedford ,with 45,000 people ,has 73 acres of Com

mon , nothing besides ; and Gloucester, with 25,000 inhabitants,

has no public area of any kind.

While my principal errand in the shore towns was to find out

what open spaces for public resort have already been provided ,

I also tried everywhere to learn as much as possible of the indus

tries and resources of the people, of their thought and public spirit,

of the local history and whatevermight be of interest to the stu

dents of civilization or tend to promote the objects of the Trustees

of Public Reservations. I found everywhere recent changes in

the ownership of land, and a movement of people of means from
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the cities and the interior of the country to the shore regions of

the State . I found leagues and leagues together of the shore line

to be all private holdings, without the intervention, in these long

reaches, of a road of space on the shore to which the public has a

right to go. I walked across the domain of one man who owns

about six miles of shore line. I found a great population inland

hedged away from the beach , and all conditions pointing to a

time, not remote, when nobody can walk by the ocean in Massa

chusetts without payment of a fee, as we formerly had to pay for

a glimpse of Niagara . I could see that the movement for more

open spaces for public resort — for the use and enjoyment of the

people — has most vital relations to civilization , and that it has

been instituted in response to a pressing need . I note some of

the impressions which were oftenest repeated and most distinct.

1. Except in a few instances, the public holdings in these towns

have not been measured, and their area is unknown . It would be

well to have them accurately surveyed, the bounds marked, and

their area made a matter of public and authoritative record.

2 . In a large proportion of the shore towns the public holdings

have diminished in extent. Not only have all the old common

lands, town pastures, and woodlands and extensive shore holdings

been parcelled out to individual possession, but many of the towns

have permitted serious encroachments upon the smaller public

holdings which were intended by the founders and early inhabi

tants to be permanent. In many instances it is evident that the

first settlers had a pretty clear idea of the value and need of open

spaces for public use in towns and villages, and they showed com

mendable foresight and public spirit in providing for them . But

in later times the public holdings in many of the towns became

the object of perpetual assault and invasion, and an astonishing

amount of energy and ingenuity has been employed in the effort

to appropriate the public property to private use and possession .

In some cases, it seems as if equal energy in any legitimate indus

try might have brought prosperity tomen who always remained poor.

They appear to have attributed their poverty to the fact that there

were still some small remnants of the public holdings of their

towns which they were not permitted to appropriate . Those who

have wished to despoil and appropriate the property of the town

have, however, usually found their opportunity and incentive in

the indifference of the community regarding public rights and

duties ; and invaders of the public holdings have gained title by
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undisturbed occupancy. Very often the man who has wrongfully

seized and kept the largest portion of the town lands is regarded

with admiration . “ He was too long-headed for the town : he beat

' em at last.”

3. In a large proportion of the shore towns there are no com

mons, parks, or open spaces of any kind for public resort. In

many of them some inconvenience is already felt on this account,

especially in the matter of places for picnics and out-of-door assem

blies ofthe country people .

4 . Wherever the summer people have bought places on the sea

shore , they show a disposition to exercise the right of exclusive

domain , and to repel as trespassers all who enter upon their

grounds for any purpose whatever. In some instances, people are

thus excluded from places where rights of public resort and pas

sage have been exercised for generations. Even where the ancient

legal rights of the people are clear, they are being generally relin

quished because it costs too much to maintain them against such

aggression .

5 . The most important feature in the present condition and

prospects of the shore towns is the change in the population which

is going forward everywhere, and the resulting transfer of the title

to the land to new holders. This movement has begun in every

one of the shore towns of the State, and is proceeding with vary

ing rates of advance in all of them .

6 . There is a general movement of moneyed people from the

cities and towns of the whole country east of the Mississippi

River to the shore towns of Massachusetts . Individuals, com

panies, and associations are buying lands everywhere along the

shore. Besides what is done openly by buyers who are known

and recognized, in most of the towns some citizen acts as agent

for principals who prefer not to be known . Several of these

agents say they are buying for New York men ; but capitalists

from various interior cities are investing here. In a few cases,

such holders would be glad to sell, - at their own price, of course,

and in these instances the “ boom ” element is apparent; but

usually the land is bought for long holdings, or with a view to its

sale to persons able to have good houses and large grounds. It is

largely a movement of people with means to enable them to build

and maintain comfortable mansions for either summer occupancy

or permanent residence by the sea. The extent of some of these

new holdings on the shore is remarkable and ominous.
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other places , there is not yet much foresight of the need of sites

for summer cottages to be leased to people of moderate means.

Most of the real estate men prefer to sell their land outright.

They do not want the trouble of leasing it or collecting rents,

though this would often be more profitable . They hope to make

a great deal of money at once ; and this hope is more attractive to

them than a permanent revenue from property requiring supervision

and management. Yet even money requires some care and over

sight, unless it is handed over to the endowment societies or in

vested in some of the insecurities with which Massachusetts people

have made acquaintance during the last few years. I think that at

some points on the shore money might yield a good return if in

vested in cottages or cottage sites to be rented to persons of small

income, or that this problem is at least worthy of attention and

investigation .

8 . Many farmers in the shore towns have sold their old fields

and woodlands at very low prices, being rather surprised to find

they could obtain anything for their land. When it sells at a great

advance soon afterward, they feel that “ the time is out of joint.”

In some towns land is rated as low as twenty -five or fifty cents an

acre for taxation , and for many years it could hardly be said to

have a selling price at all. But now ,when the native farmers sell

their land, they ought to have fairly good prices for it. Many of

them are not likely ever to own any land afterward.

9 . Many of these men will be obliged to engage in new occupa

tions, in order to make a living. The industries of the shore towns

will be greatly changed by this movement into them of numbers

of people who seek only residence and recreation. Population of

this character does not invite or support manufactures, but dis

tinctly repels them . The old industries of fishing, whaling, and

ship-building, are nearly extinct ; and new employments have not

been developed in any considerable degree. There is much de

pression, anxiety, and hardship in many shore towns in conse

quence of the failure of the old means of obtaining a livelihood.

There will be opportunity for some young men in the employ of

the summer residents as coachmen, gardeners, and common la

borers ; but such communities do not offer employment to many

laborers of any class.

10 . It is time to inquire what resources or opportunities will

remain for the native people of the shore towns, or for any perma
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nent population besides the summer inhabitants. There is one

resource which has received comparatively little attention of late, -

the soil. I have carefully examined the soil , and the conditions of

agriculture, in nearly all the States of this country, and the soil

of most of the shore towns of Massachusetts appears to me to be

much better — and to have much greater capabilities — than the

people of the State have yet recognized. This is true especially

of the soil of the Cape Cod country. It is better than the soil of

Southern New Jersey ; and I have seen many Massachusetts men

in Dakota, Montana, and Idaho enduring great privation in the

effort to make a living in regions much more forlorn and hopeless

than any I have found in the shore towns of this State . The

capabilities of the soil should be tested. It is not known what

can be profitably grown here. Asparagus has been tried in East

ham and Orleans with very encouraging results , and turnips are

grown in other towns which are said to distance all competition .

The cranberry industry is still expanding, and it is probable that

in many of the towns fruit-growing and market-gardening can be

profitably extended almost without limit. I think these towns

might yet support a great population by a highly developed agri

culture and horticulture, and this would tend to delay the complete

absorption and appropriation of the shore regions by summer resi

dents from the cities. This would render the transition to new

conditions less sudden and abrupt than it is likely to be without

this modifying effect, and such a postponement of the coming

change is in every way desirable. If the farmers and land-owners

of the shore towns can adapt themselves to the new conditions of

life, and make a good living out of their land, they would better

keep it, and stay where they are. But the army of summer incur

sionists will win in the long run, and will ultimately “ occupy the

land," as few American farmers have foresight enough to hold out

against the offer of “ a good price."

11. For any considerable improvement or development of the

resources of these towns, two things are indispensable : first, a

readier acceptance of the necessity of downright hard work ; and,

second, an increased flexibility ofmind and disposition on the part

of many of the native inhabitants, enabling them to recognize the

changing conditions of the time and to take advantage of the op

portunities which these changes present.

12. Although this movement and incursion of a new population

is going on all around them ,many of the present inhabitants are
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not aware of it. They know that two or three farms near them

have been sold , and have heard that a land company has bought

a stretch of shore in the next town ; but they do not put these

things together, or see their connection with an extended move

ment. They have not observed that there is any movement or

tendency in any direction, except that " times have been getting

worse for some years now .” They “ rail at fortune in good set

terms," and would rather rail than work. They lament the decay

of the old good times when their town had a fleet of several hun

dred sail, and every man on Cape Cod was the captain of a ship ;

and they have no perception of the chances which the present

time presents. This lack of recognition of the facts of their own

situation , and want of flexibility or power of adaptation in dealing

with these facts, sometimes leads them to neglect and reject oppor

tunities of great value.

13. Some of the native people have a feeling of impatience

regarding the changed conditions around them . They are de

pressed, querulous, and " snappish," and so make an unfavorable

impression on strangers who are looking for land, or studying the

country with a view to a choice of regions for investment. They

do not think of the possible effect of civility or its opposite upon

their own interests and affairs. They answer a traveller's question

in a way that sends him into the next town for information which

they could easily give, and then — “ I didn't suppose he was

lookin ' for land."

14 . In some towns a wholesome competition in hotel-keeping

would be of great benefit to the business interests of the commu

nity. There are some good hotels which attract summer visitors ,

and give strangers favorable impressions of the village and sur

rounding country . Others reminded me of the mining -camp lodg.

ing-houses in the Rocky Mountain and Coast Range regions.

Some of these shore-town hotels exert a potent and decisive influ

ence in keeping people away from their neighborhood . I saw a

New York man treated very uncivilly by the clerk and the crowd

of hangers-on in the office in one of these houses. As we walked

to the railway station nextmorning, he remarked : “ Somemen are

naturally civil : they are born that way. A man with any sense

learns to be civil, because his business requires it. But some

infernal fools won't be civil even when they could make money

by it.”

In another place I was talking with a town officer by the road
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side early in the morning, when some Boston people came along.

They had passed the night at the hotel, and, finding it intolerable,

had started out early to try to find breakfast somewhere else . The

ladies of the party were homesick , and wished they could take a

train for Boston at once, without waiting for anything to eat. The

men joked the resident about his town and the hotel. He laughed ,

but made a gesture of vexation as he replied : “ Yes, it's an old

story here. Everybody complains of them . Those who go there

never want to see the place again . It would pay the town to buy

the house and shut it up."

15. It is about as certain as anything in the future can be that

all the pleasant and comfortable sites along the seashore of Massa

chusetts will be taken up within the next few years, either by sum

mer dwellers or permanent residents. The movement toward the

shore has only fairly begun, and it is certain to increase with

the density of the population of our country and the growth of

wealth . Even now along vast reaches of the coast there is no

area outside of the narrow highway to which the public has a right

to go to enjoy the sight or the air of the sea. These conditions

will be intensified , and the people of the State will be excluded

from all interesting and attractive portions of the shore . These

are abnormal and undesirable conditions, unfavorable to health ,

happiness, and civilization ; and all possible wisdom and fore

sight should be employed in the effort to secure adequate open

spaces for public resort at different places along the shore.

16 . Two questions constantly present themselves to a student of

civilization observing present conditions and tendencies in the

shore towns.

(a ) Should there not be a broad public highway or strip of

public land along the whole length of the seashore of the State ?

It need not always follow the water's edge, perhaps, but could be

carried inland above the worstmarshes.

(6 ) Would it not be well to consider the question of limiting the

length of the shore line or ocean front of private holdings ? The

extent of the shore line of the State is impassably limited, while

the population of the country is certain to increase to an extent

which is at present almost unimaginable. Is it consistent with

the public welfare that a few persons should have the absolute

possession and control of unlimited areas of the shore ? What are

the reasons which justify such a monopoly ? With all possible re

gard for private and individual interests, it is proper to inquire what
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actual benefits a mian derives from the exclusive ownership and

occupancy of four or five miles of seashore. The problem of title

to the shore, and of the use and enjoyment of it by the people of

the State, will in time be a most vital and important public ques

tion here .

17. The subject of adequate play-grounds is forcing itself upon

public attention in some of the shore towns, where the right of

peaceable assembly out of doors is denied to boys, and they have

no right to meet anywhere in the open air for athletic exercises,

amusement, or self-improyement. Every village and neighborhood

should have out-of-door places of resort for the happy play and

education of the children and youth of the region.

18 . The newspapers everywhere have been most prompt and

cordial in their recognition of the undertaking, and their aid has

been so intelligent and efficient that the popular knowledge of the

objects of the Trustees is much more extensive and substantial than

we could have expected would be produced in so short a time.

There is, however, no reason to suppose that the objects of the

movement can be attained without considerable direct effort to

promote and support them . Means will be required for the sys

tematic propagation and diffusion of ideas until the people of the

State in general regard the enterprise seriously, and recognize its

relations to the public welfare and to civilization. If the move

ment is to be adequately successful,much repetition will be neces

sary in the educational work required for the production of a

distinct and fruitful impression on the public mind.

19. Most people are so busy that but a limited amount of unem

ployed mental alertness or energy remains available for the ob

jects of this movement. There is always much vague talk about

progress, or the capacity for it ; but no analysis of the subject has

been seriously attempted in this country. I suppose the most that

can be said by thoughtful men and women regarding it is that a

narrow zone of improvability runs through the life of the best

races. It is broader at some times than others, but it is never

very wide. How far it extends can be ascertained only by strenu

ous and intelligently directed effort to occupy and utilize it fully .

Few efforts to influence public opinion are intelligently directed,

and themethods employed for this object are usually haphazard

and unscientific .

20. I think the Trustees should have a library, and collect all

local histories, and whatever materials for local history may be

available in any form in the State . Some of the old town histo
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ries are very valuable, and copies are becoming scarce. All town

reports should be collected and preserved, and also the reports of

certain boards and commissions. The work of the Trustees will

doubtless produce a general increase of interest in local history, —

a most wholesome and desirable result. In many of the shore

towns the descendants of the oldest families, although educated

in the schools of the State , are almost entirely ignorant of the his

tory of their own towns, and of the part which their ancestors had

in it. Many of the teachers in the schools are no better informed

in relation to this subject. The complete lack of popular interest

regarding it is often astonishing. In one of the towns the two

hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the organization of the church

came and passed without any observance or recognition whatever .

There was not even a prayer-meeting, or any allusion to the date

in the sermons or services either before or after it. I think that

every town should prepare a brief compend ormanual of the prin

cipal facts in its own history, and should require its adequate

study and teaching in the town schools. It would be the natural

introduction to the study of State and United States history . Once

each year the schools should visit the most important historic

places in the town.

21. The neglect and desecration of many of the oldest grave

yards in the shore towns is a matter for most serious regret. I

have not mentioned half the instances that came under my obser

vation . I soon found there were too many of them for separate

description . The story becamemonotonous. It is unaccountable

that in some cases, with vast areas of barren and worthless ground

on every side, the committee should have chosen to run a public

road directly through the old cemetery, thus violating the graves

of the forefathers, and destroying the headstones by which alone

the resting-places of their dust could be identified. The sites of

some of the smaller early burying-places are perhaps irrecoverably

lost and indistinguishable, but steps should at once be taken to

mark and protect all that remain .

22. It was encouraging to find so many highly civilized men in

the office of town clerk , - and out of it. My thanks are due to

the town officers and citizens in general everywhere.

With thanks, gentlemen , for your kind courtesy, and heartiest

wishes for your success, this report is respectfully submitted. I

am
Very truly yours,

J . B . HARRISON,

Agent.FRANKLIN Falls, N . H ., Jan . 21, 1892.




